
Crypto-Magique Inc.
C4 - NCIRP - National Computer Integrity Retrofit Program - For laptops, PC, servers and more

▪ Contribute your system and/or Acquire custom new and used system(s) with :
▪ Open BIOS, LibreBoot - integrity and honesty is everything - let's see that code eh!
▪ Remove Intel Management Engine - good bye spy and crime, goodbye command and control
▪ Installed open source Gnu/Linux Trisquel, includes LibreOffice
▪ SSD solid state drive and custom options - super reliable and a lot more faster
▪ Experience: open source communication, not proprietary router or wifi built-in spying
▪ Install Containers LXD, encrypted containers for anything and everything - more security
▪ Remove built in wi-fi, bluetooth and other communication spy n crime bio-hazards

▪ Options: Encrypted e-mail setup and training - unless you want everyone to know everything
▪ Options: CMI_AAPI; Advanced Alternate Private Internet; no internet kill switch censorship
▪ Options: get Drupal with MariaDB database for websites; enhanced performance if you need it
▪ Options: CMI Portable Encryption, secure anything anywhere for phones and computers;
▪ Options and counter-measures for microwave, wifi, smart super-spy meters, landlines, satellites 

and other technology, awareness is essential, don't keep up, be informed and get ahead;

▪ Private, Enterprise and Government;
▪ Buying Group options, Conditional Sales/Acquisition Contracts;
▪ Development, Acquisition and Investment Group Options;
▪ Business Options: recruiting computer hardware and software people, IT and network 

professionals for expanded national network and accelerated logistics capabilities;
▪ Explore capital structure options; shares, convertible bonds, convertible revenue bonds and 

other financial - business transactions with parallel options, benefits and capabilities;

▪ Asset retrofit and redeploy, equip and deploy; acquire something more ideal;
▪ Team expertise for consulting, proposals, confidentiality and competence;
▪ Learn about operating system hazards, computer and software vulnerabilities;
▪ Reduced attack surface, advanced persistent threats and other vulnerabilities;
▪ Pro-active counter-measures for integrity, trust and verify, reliability, independence;
▪ Enable, augment and amplify personal, financial and enterprise privacy, freedom;
▪ Counter-measures for C-51 etc. compromised government agents, crime, treason and genocide;
▪ Options for business, transactions and communications;
▪ Fixed and variable costing options, Request pricing, proposals or custom estimates

1. Join Crypto-Magique Inc. to protect your personal, financial and enterprise privacy
2. Increase awareness, take action - What you can do if you are on a limited budget...
3. Explore Member Options, make a plan and go in that direction
4. Join and order the CMI National Computer Integrity Retrofit Program [Order_CMI_NCIRP]

Computers and software is related to geo-politics and warfare,
Of course you may not know how extremely vulnerable modern computers and software are.
the enemy is against personal freedom, privacy, wealth and nation state sovereignty.

You don't really need spy, crime, fraud, genocide, treason and war against you, do you?

Integrity in computers and code, government and people, enterprise and communications.
You need solid confidence, reliability, speed, integrity and the real open source, right?

Oh Canada, where intelligent patriotism, economic nationalism, creative imagination, brilliant  
technical genius and hard work of the individual stands on guard for thee, 
 we stand on guard for thee, O Canada...with Crypto-Magique Inc.
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